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Compact Circuit Protector (CCP2) 
UL 98 Class CF disconnect switches up to 400 A

16Eaton .com/bussmannseries

Selector and pistol handles
Catalog symbol
• CCP2-H4X-_1 (selector handle for 30, 60 and 100 A switches)
• CCP2-H4X-_2 (pistol handle for 30, 60 and 100 A switches)
• CCP2-H4X-_3 (short pistol handle for 200 and 400 A switches)
• CCP2-H4X-_4 (long pistol handle for 200 and 400 A switches)
Description
Selector and pistol handles are used with rotary operated 
switches . Pistol handles for 200 and 400 A switches come in short 
and long versions . All handles are available in black/gray and red/
yellow colors, and clockwise/counterclockwise operating modes . 
Front and right side operated switches use clockwise handles 
while left side operated switches use counterclockwise handles .

Installation requires an 8 mm shaft for 30, 60 and 100 A 
switches and a 12 mm shaft for 200 and 400 A switches (ordered 
separately) .

Each handle is rated Type 1, 4X and 12, and accepts up to three 
(3) 1/4” diameter shank locks for lockout/tagout in the OFF 
position . They can also be field configured for lock-on and are 
defeatable .

Only the clockwise operating handles in combination with front 
rotary operating switches provide a door interlock means to 
ensure the enclosure door remains shut during lockout/tagout or 
lock-on . Rotary handles mounted on the enclosure’s left or right 
side do NOT provide a door interlock means .

See the catalog number table below for applicable rotary switch, 
handle and shaft combinations .

Handles and shafts for 30, 60 and 100 A switches

For catalog no . Description/operation Order handle cat . no . Order either 8 mm shaft cat . no .
CCP2R-(pole)-30CF

Right front rotary, clockwise

CCP2-H4X-B1 (selector, black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R1(selector, red/yellow)
CCP2-H4X-B2 (pistol, black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R2 (pistol, red/yellow)

CCP2-SH1-290 (11 .5”/290 mm)
CCP2-SH1-490 (19 .3”/490 mm)

CCP2R-(pole)-60CF
CCP2R-(pole)-100CF
CCP2RL-(pole)-30CF

Left front rotary, clockwiseCCP2RL-(pole)-60CF
CCP2RL-(pole)-100CF
CCP2S-(pole)-30CF

Right side rotary, clockwiseCCP2S-(pole)-60CF
CCP2S-(pole)-100CF

CCP2SL-(pole)-30CF

Left side rotary, 
counterclockwise

CCP2-H4X-B1L (selector, black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R1L (selector, red/yellow)
CCP2-H4X-B2L (pistol, black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R2L (pistol, red/yellow)

CCP2SL-(pole)-60CF

CCP2SL-(pole)-100CF

Handles and shafts for 200 and 400 A switches

For catalog no .

Order front 
rotary 

mechanism 
cat . no .

Order right/
left side 
rotary 

mechanism 
cat . no .

Order front/right side 
clockwise handle cat . no .

Order left side counterclockwise 
handles (use only with CCP2-SM) 
cat . no .

Order either 
12 mm shaft 
cat . no .

CCP2-(poles)-200CF CCP2-RM2*

CCP2-SM

CCP2-H4X-B3 (short - black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R3 (short - red/yellow)
CCP2-H4X-B4 (long - black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R4 (long - red/yellow)

CCP2-H4X-B3L (short - black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R3L (short - red/yellow)
CCP2-H4X-B4L (long - black/grey)
CCP2-H4X-R4L (long - red/yellow)

CCP2-SH2-225  
(8 .9”/225 mm)
CCP2-SH2-425  
(16 .7”/425 mm)CCP2-(poles)-400CF CCP2-RM4*

* For three-pole switches only .

Selector handles Pistol handles —short and long

Agency information
• UL Listed, Guide DIHS/DIHS7, File E140305
• Type 1, 4X and 12
• RoHS compliant
• CE
Storage and operating temperature
• -20°C to 75°C (-4°F to 167°F)
Carton quantity

Catalog no . Description Qty .

CCP2-H4X-_1 30/60/100 A selector handles 1

CCP2-H4X-_2 30/60/100 A pistol handles 1

CCP2-H4X-_3 200/400 A short pistol handles 1

CCP2-H4X-_4 200/400 A long pistol handles 1
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